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On International loint
Commission Activities
New Approaches Explored to Improve Health in Great Lakes Communities
Course Charted
to Increase Physician
Awareness
C
by Sally Cole-Misch
 
hen the headaches won't
disappear or our child has a
languishing cough, we Visit
our physician to obtain a cure for our
ills. As a society, studies Show that
North Americans have a high level of
trust in the ability of our doctors to
identify possible causes and to pre-
scribe the best solution to our ailments.
How likely are our doctors to consider
pollutants in our environment as a
possible cause of our problems?
Not as likely as they should and
could, concluded several top environ-
mental health physicians, medical
 
 
Environmental health effects were discussed by physician roundtable participants (left) Claude Hughes, Duke University Medical Center;
 
researchers and public health special-
ists at a roundtable discussion held in
Racine, Wisconsin in early August. The
session was convened by the Interna—
tional Joint Commission in partnership
with public interest and environmental
organizations, private foundations and
industry: Physicians for Social Responsi-
bility, the W. Alton Jones Foundation,
the World Wildlife Fund and the John-
son Foundation. The Commission initi-
ated the project as part of its human
health and community awareness priori-
ties for its 1991-1993 Great Lakes bien-
nial cycle.
Despite the high level of credibility
North Americans give to physicians, a
1990 study by the US. Environmental
Protection Agency found that the public
does not consider doctors to be particu-
larly knowledgeable about the impacts
of chemicals in the community on resi—
dents’ health. And while the American
Continued next page
 
Role of Science
in Community Health
lie-evaluated
by Anthony Friend
he Ecosystem Health Commit-
I tee of the International Joint
Commission’s Science Advi-
sory Board brought scientists, physi-
cians, agency representatives and citi-
zens together in September to consider
the nature of scientific proof in envi-
ronmental cleanup and ultimately,
human survival.
Recurring questions discussed
during the two-day workshop were:
0 How is science communicated and
acted upon at the level of self—
organized community action?
Continued on page 4
 
r a; ‘1\
Michael Gilbertson, IJC; Richard Jackson, California Environmental Protection Agency; and Michael Katz, March of Dimes Birth Defects
Foundation; (center) Great lakes researchers Theo Colburn and Helen Daly; and (right) J. Peterson Myers, W. Alton Jones Foundation;
Alan Abelsohn, Ontario College of Family Physicians; Henry Anderson, Wisconsin Department of Public Health; and Howard Bern,
University of California — Berkeley.
Credit: Sally Cole-Misch
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Medical Association formally recog-
nized and encouraged physicians to
serve as spokespersons for environ-
mental stewardship in a 1989 report, an
Association survey of 126 medical
schools found that only four required
courses and 42 elective courses were
offered in environmental medicine and
toxicology in the 1990-1991 school year.
Given these statistics, and the belief
by the sponsoring organizations that
physicians can play a key role in identi-
fying and mitigating health risks as a
result of Great Lakes pollution, round-
table participants focused on four goals
over the course of the three-day meeting:
1) define the extent and scope of the
health risk -- primarily to children and
women of childbearing age —- posed by
toxic substances in the Great Lakes;
2) design a model education program
for practicing primary care physicians
on how to better prevent and treat this
problem;
 
3) develop a strategy for replicating or
adapting the model at major medical
centers and community hospitals in the
two countries; and
4) discover ways to communicate re-
search findings to policymakers, the
public and individual patients.
Research Findings
World Wildlife Fund Senior Fellow
Theo Colburn shared research findings
that correlate persistent toxic sub-
stances to health effects seen in the
offspring of wildlife and humans. Link-
ages have been made between pesti-
cides and other persistent industrial
chemicals in the Great Lakes region to
several physiological, biochemical and
behavioral changes that have been
documented in birds, fish, turtles, mink,
otter and humans. For example, fish-
eating birds have experienced de—
creased hatching success, gross birth
defects, metabolic and reproductive
abnormalities, and abnormal sexual
development.
Professor Helen Daly, State Univer—
sity of New York at Oswego, described
how laboratory rats fed Lake Ontario
salmon became hyperactive in stressful
situations such as unpredictable or
unpleasant events. The offspring of
these rats exhibited the same behavioral
changes as the adults, although they
were never fed Lake Ontario fish. In
human studies, those children who
received higher levels of polychlori-
nated biphenyls or PCBs in utero or in
breast milk displayed lower scores in
short-term memory and in response to
stimuli.
Participants also shared clinical find-
ings, including Duke University Medi-
cal Center Professor Arthur Haney,
who recounted the effects on children
exposed before birth to diethylstilbes—
trol or DES, a synthetic estrogenic drug
prescribed to pregnant women from
1948 to 1971 to prevent miscarriages.
Environmental contaminants such as
PCBs, dioxin and DDT have been dem-
onstrated to disrupt endocrine systems
 
in laboratory animals by mimicking
estrogens, a hormone with several pri-
mary functions for sexual development.
If toxic contaminants or other estro-
genic compounds are introduced dur—
ing critical stages in embryo and fetal
development, researchers agree it is
possible that changes will occur, similar
to those already described in the cohort
of individuals exposed to DES in utero.
Knowledge about such effects was
described by practicing physician
Claude Hughes of Duke University
Medical Center and researchers
Howard Bern of the University of
California—Berkeley and John
McLachlan of the National Institute
of Environmental Health Sciences.
Conclusions
Roundtable participants agreed that
greater awareness and action is needed
in the medical community, given the
primary role and obligation physicians
have to alert their patients to possible
sources and to identify effects of toxic
contaminants. To reach the practicing
medical community, a continuing
medical education course is needed that
focuses on speciﬁc case studies with
obvious clinical effects, outlines clinical
practices and how to test for these ef-
fects, and provides resources for addi-
tional information for the physicians
and their patients.
The course also needs to remind
physicians that, as found in trying to
identify a specific link between smok- v
ing and cancer, the medical community
-- and as a result, society -- must reach ‘
conclusions in some instances without l
the benefit of conclusive data. This does
not mean that physicians cannot have
confidence in the data that are avail-
able, and use that information to con-
tribute to their diagnoses. By also
becoming more aware of their patients’
lifestyles, they can identify potential
environmental causes and provide
information to their patients to help
them make informed lifestyle choices.
Because so few physicians are
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The roundtable discussion took place at Wingspread,
a building designed by Frank Lloyd Wright.
trained in environmental medicine, the
courses should begin with simple infor-
mation that helps them relate the data
to their own practice and creates a con-
cern for the cross-generational effects of
environmental contaminants. Supple—
mental information also should be pro-
vided to keep up with the latest
findings in the environmental health
field.
Many roundtable participants ex-
pressed the concern that a continuing
medical education course will not reach
the majority of physicians or medical
students, since those who attend are
probably already concerned and at least
casually informed about the issues. To
ensure that courses are provided
throughout North America, environ-
mental health issues need to be pro-
moted as a potential topic to directors
of continuing medical education pro-
grams, at their annual meetings and
through the development of a speakers
directory. Such a directory can serve as
a helpful resource for the directors and
will provide references for physicians
to obtain additional information.
Audio and videotapes should be
produced from the courses and pro—
vided to local and regional medical
societies, with free access to copying for
their members. Speciﬁc issues ofmedi-
cal journals should be dedicated to
environmental health issues, with re-
sources identified for physicians to
obtain additional information.
 
 
 
 
Credit: Sally Cole—Miscli
The same information needs to be
provided to medical student associa—
tions and their members. When medical
students become aware of and con—
cerned about the effects of environmen-
tal contaminants on future patients’
health, they will request additional
courses that focus on prevention as well
as response to disease. Once questions
are added on medical exams, medical
students also will make a point to learn
about environmental health issues and
their relevance to their practice.
To broaden and strengthen the im-
portance placed on environmental
health issues, other medical groups
such as the American Pediatrics Asso-
ciation and nurse and midwife organi—
zations need to receive and discuss the
same information. Similar organiza—
tions and their members can play a vital
educational and advocacy role by
developing position papers that trans-
fer scientific data into policy proposals.
Workshops that bring scientists, physi-
cians, policymakers and citizens to-
gether can encourage greater
understanding and cooperation to
develop joint policies and actions.
Physicians have a unique opportu—
nity and role, given the level of trust
and credibility patients grant them, to
ensure greater awareness, concern and
action in society to prevent, and eventu-
ally eliminate, health effects of environ-
mental contaminants. When our
physicians talk, we tend to listen.
 
Initial Outcome
Based on the conclusions reached at the
roundtable, the Commission and Physi-
cians for Social Responsibility joined
with the Medical College of Wisconsin to
design a continuing medical education
course, "Health Implications of Great
Lakes Pollution,” held October 16-17,
1992. The course drew over 90 partici-
pants including general practitioners,
pediatricians, midwives and a variety
of other primary care providers.
A survey of Wisconsin physicians
was also undertaken in October to deter-
mine levels of knowledge, awareness
and interest in human health effects of
persistent toxic substances. Through
telephone interviews, physicians were
asked specific questions concerning their
knowledge and experience with patients
who have been exposed to, or are con-
cerned about lead, mercury and PCBs in
fish. Their interest in learning more about
these issues and becoming an advocate for
the environmental health issues was also
investigated. Look for a summary of the
survey findings in the next issue of Focus.
Results of the course and the survey
will be used to design and encourage
continuing education courses at other
medical colleges. Another roundtable is
planned in Canada, in cooperation with
the Task Force on Environmental Health
of the Ontario College of Family Physi-
cians and the Great Lakes Health Effects
Program of Health and Welfare Canada.
For more information about this
project in the United States, contact Sally
Cole-Misch, International Joint Commis-
sion, 100 Ouellette Avenue, Eighth ﬂoor,
Windsor, ONN9A 6T3, telephone
(519)256-7821 or PO. Box 32869, Detroit,
MI 48232, telephone (313)226-2170, or
Julia Moore, Physicians for Social Re—
sponsibility, 1000 Sixteenth Street NW,
Washington, DC 20036, telephone
(202)785-3777.
In Canada, contact Alan Clarke, Inter-
national ]oint Commission, 100 Metcalfe
Street, 18th ﬂoor, Ottawa, ON K1P 5M1 ,
telephone (613)995-0088.
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Role of Science
in Community Health
lie-evaluated, (cont'd)
' How should decisionmakers treat
scientific uncertainty, or more to
the point, when is the “weight—of-
evidence” sufficient to implement
costly environmental action?
How can specific indicators of eco-
system ill health be generalized to
encompass the integrity of the basin
ecosystem?
0 What is the nature of an emerging
new science directed towards syn-
thesizing the behavior observed in
complex systems?
This last question engaged the sci-
entists in highly convoluted argu-
ments on the nature of truth in
science. Maxine Caldwell from the
Assembly of First Nations wryly ob-
served that science represents confine-
ment in Native cultures, not unlike a
hard-edged square. Native wisdom,
however, represents the expansion of
a circle of understanding -- a compel—
ling metaphor for the workshop par-
ticipants’ task to communicate the
state of knowledge on ecosystem
health from both the scientific
(square) and the community (circle)
point of view.
In his opening comments, Commis-
sion U5. Chairman Gordon Durnil
said the Commission must constantly
struggle with the question, "At what
point is there sufficient information to
act?” The Commission adopted the
weight—of-evidence approach in its
Sixth Biennial Report on Great Lakes
Water Quality as a keystone criterion
that should be used to support deci-
sions aimed at zero discharge and
virtual elimination of persistent toxic
substances from the Great Lakes eco-
system.
Ecosystem Health Committee Co-
chair Rosalie Bertell reﬂected on the
emerging shift from animals to hu-
mans as front line indicators of eco-
 
system health. Thus, the message
from concerned communities should
be heeded by the Commission in as-
sessing the overall health of the Great
Lakes Basin Ecosystem.
In the keynote address, Pierre
Beland, St. Lawrence Institute of
Ecotoxicology, developed the theme
of the gap between scientific knowl-
edge about environmental toxicity
and societal response in remedial
actions. For example, the well-docu-
mented evidence of the slow poison-
ing of the Beluga whales in the St.
Lawrence River, known for several
decades, has yet to be translated into
effective action required to create a
“toxic free” habitat. While scientists
have documented the complex link-
ages between survival of these mag—
nificent animals and human activities
in the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes basin,
the political will is still missing.
Beland also described the impor-
tance for scientists and the public to
engage in the debate together in order
to create political will for environmen-
tal protection. While scientists from
the institute have developed a highly
successful public awareness program
through television, schools, interpreta—
tion centers and ecotourism (whale
watching), the results have been dis-
appointing because the key
decisionmakers in Quebec and Ottawa
seem unwilling to favor the survival
of Beluga whales over the perceived
economic interests of upstream pollut-
ers. He believes the only hope to save
the whales is by forging a powerful
political alliance between scientists
and community interests to reallocate
sufficient resources to protect the
unique St. Lawrence ecosystem.
Presentations on community health
studies followed. The East Toronto
Health 2000 Participatory Health
Study is a case of an urban commu-
nity taking control of its own destiny.
It stemmed from the community’s
long struggle between the Toronto
public healthauthorities, the eco-
 
nomic interests of local industrial
establishments (lead smelting and
detergent plants), and the use and
abuse of scientific inquiry to establish
the facts (epidemiological studies and
soil contaminant testing).
The story was unfolded by commu-
nity activists Laura Jones and Karey
Shinn, and commzunity health profes-
sionals Betty Vanderwater and Kathe
Walsh. The original concern was lead
contamination in air and soil from a
lead smelting plant in the 19603. Sam-
pling lead levels in soil indicated to
the health authorities that there was,
indeed, a potential health hazard.
Where these levels were high, particu-
larly in school yards, the top soil was
removed. This action, coupled with
pollution abatement controls on emis-
sions from the offending plants, was
considered by the authorities as the
appropriate remedial action. In other
words, as far as they were concerned
the problem was resolved.
The community of Riverdale be-
lieved these actions were insufficient.
Evidence of the lack of improvement
in the general level of community
health as voiced by its residents sug-
gested that the problem was not re-
solved. Symptoms included a higher
than normal level of asthma among
children and the general sense, albeit
nonspecific, of ill health in the com—
munity. Nonetheless, it was difficult
to convince the public health board
that their health problems were legiti—
mate, and whatever evidence pro-
duced by the residents and their
representative committees was gener-
ally dismissed as nothing “abnormal.”
They were challenged to provide the
scientific evidence to prove that the
communities’ exposure to toxics were
greater than elsewhere in the Toronto
region. While there were numerous
epidemiological studies and tests,
these could not establish a formal
basis for instituting programs aimed
at reducing toxic loading on the com—
munity. The burden of proof, in effect,
4
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was left to the community.
Lack of action from the Toronto
Board of Health triggered the East
Toronto 2000 Participatory Health
Study. Now underway, the study is
carried out entirely by volunteers,
with help in the design of the survey
questionnaire and sampling proce-
dure from the International Institute
of Concern for Public Health. Objec-
tives are to test the legitimacy of
Riverdale’s health concerns and
heighten community awareness of the
relationship between environmental
degradation and human health. Fam-
ily health history is emphasized, in—
cluding questions on diet and
lifestyle. A control group that extends
the survey to families living outside
the neighborhood will be estab-
lished in order to compare dif-
ferences in health status.
The study is an ongoing
process to improve
health and
establish proto-
cols for health
care of the
community by
taking strategic
intervention.
Unlike tradi-
tional epide-
miological
investiga-
tions, its
relationship
to the com-
munity is
more like
that between
doctor and
patient.
Presenta-
tions of stud-
ies in Native
communities
were then given by
Katsi Cook of the
Akwesasne Mothers' Milk
Project and Maxine Caldwell of
the Effects on Aboriginals from the
 
Great Lakes Environment (EAGLE)
project. The latter is carried out in
partnership by Health and Welfare
Canada, the Assembly of First Nations
and Native communities in the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence basin. As in the
East Toronto Study, the objectives are
to measure the health status of the
community and to increase awareness
of the link between ecological health
(e.g., contamination) and residents’
physical, social and economic health.
The Akwesasne community is par—
ticularly vulnerable to air and water
pollution from neighboring
industrial plants
such as
  
  
Credit: Bruce [amieson
 
Reynolds Aluminum Smelter (fluoride
ash) and chemical plants located on
the St. Lawrence River. These prob-
lems are further exacerbated by the
construction of dams, the St.
Lawrence Seaway and the polluted
waters flowing from the Great Lakes.
This project is broadly conceived
within the context of Native spiritual
values, lifestyle and community par-
ticipation, an approach more attuned
to that of holistic medicine than the
traditional epidemiological studies.
An important feature is that surveys
 
Pictured clockwise are ecosystem
health workshop participants (top
center) Todd Grischke,
Commissioner Hilary Cleveland,
Brian Bush and John Frank on far
right; (top right) working in a
breakout session; Rosalie Bertell;
(center) Ross Hall and Anthony
Friend standing; Brian Gibson
(bottom foreground); Maxine
Caldwell; and Laura lanes.
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are carried out by Native peoplewho
evoke a greater‘level of trust than
outside investigators and are more
likely to draw out deeply held fears of
social disintegration.
Caldwell and Cook introduced
workshop participants to the insights
of Native people to the environmental
health problem. The Mohawk nation
is intimately bound with nature
through its livelihood, culture and
myths. They saw European settlement
of their lands, and the subsequent
destruction of forests, wildlife and
ultimately the poisoning of water and
air, not only as a lack of respect for
nature but also a sign of spiritual mal-
aise in modern technological societies.
Moreover, the concept of individual
ownership and legally-sanctioned
property rights of shared natural re-
sources is foreign to their cultural tradi-
tions. The original treaties with the
Europeans were viewed as agreements
for sharing the land but, in fact, led to
restricting access to land and their tra-
ditional hunting and fishing grounds.
An important aspect of the EAGLE
Project is communication achieved
through open houses, discussions and
school programs. In addition to the
inquiry into family health histories,
the databases will include community
profiles of food habits, harvesting
activities, and economic and social
well-being. The participatory ap-
proach is aimed at winning the confi-
dence of the Native peoples in the
study, especially since continuity is an
important feature of the study
planned to last for several years.
Workshop participants were im—
pressed by the care taken to provide
the right atmosphere for this project
and the cooperative approach among
government officials, scientists and
community leaders. Discussion cen-
tered around the innovative approach
used to link community values with
state of health, and ecosystem health
with community health. These clearly
challenging objectives are consistent
 
with the ecosystem approach outlined
in the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement.
A science panel then presented
some of the latest findings in the
Great Lakes basin on body burden
measurements (Dr. Donald Tillitt),
fish and wildlife studies (Glen Fox),
epidemiological considerations
(Dr. John Frank) reproductive effects
(Dr. Sati Mazumdar), develop-
mental and immunological effects
(Dr. George Clark) and neurotoxi-
cological effects (Dr. Brian Bush).
The panel also expressed its con-
cerns about the limits of science to
connect the parts (science) with the
whole (community health). Their gen-
eral prognosis was that, while the
level of contaminants entering the
Great Lakes basin has been reduced,
serious problems remain with respect
to the elimination of past accumula-
tion, much of it in the sediments. Re-
search on effects is becoming more
finely tuned resulting in a growing
concern about the dose-response ef-
fects of microlevel pollutants. For
example, an effect on a single cell --
particularly in early developmental
stages -- may result in long-term im-
pairment to animal and human health.
The ensuing discussion reiterated
the problem of uncertainty in science
and the difficulties in communicating
complex research results. Thus, it is
difficult to translate a subtle statistical
distinction to effects on community
health and reconcile the anxiety that the
one person in 10,000 to suffer an effect
could be one’s own child! Scientists are
uncomfortable with the black-and-
white positions drawn out by advocacy
and confrontation, and quickly retreat
to the comfortable abstractions of their
laboratory experiments.
Nonetheless, there was general
agreement that scientists have a re-
sponsibility to help the community
understand the limits of the scientific
method and the need for reform in the
scientific community itself. Partici-
 
pants called for greater emphasis on
transdisciplinary approaches to deal
with complex problems. It was sug-
gested that this required nothing less
than a new science concerned with
synthesis, as opposed to analysis, im—
plying that scientists must be prepared
to tackle the big questions of ecosystem
integrity and human survival.
Several discussants pointed to the
important role the Commission can
play in providing leadership to
reorient research activities in the
Great Lakes basin in context of the
ecosystem approach. While Great
Lakes communities can be supportive
at the local level, particularly in public
participation in the Remedial Action
Plan process, the Commission must
promote, through its advisory capac-
ity to national, state and provincial
governments, the need for holistic
approaches to research. Part of the
resistance to this new science comes
from universities’ rigid discipline
orientation to science education, but
governments must also accept respon-
sibility for their role in allocating re-
search funds. It was pointed out that
Canada’s Green Plan explicitly recog-
nizes this problem by providing stra-
tegic ecosystem research grants and
funding five new environmental
chairs in Canadian universities.
The major thrust of workshop rec-
ommendations was that scientists
must get more involved in social
problems as reflected in community
health concerns, that public health
authorities must recognize the legiti-
macy of the community’s own self—
evaluation, and that the Commission
must play a more proactive role in
developing the dialogue between
science and community.
For more information, contact
Dr. John Clark, International Joint
Commission, 100 Ouellette Avenue,
Eighth floor, Windsor, ON N9A 6T3,
telephone (519)256-7821 or PO. Box
32869, Detroit, MI 48232, telephone
(313)226-2170.
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Réévaluation du _rﬁle de la science
dans le domame de la sante
communautaire
par Anthony Friend
’atelier organise par le Comité de
la santé de l’écosysteme du
Conseil consultatif scientifique
(CCS) de la Commission a réuni en
septembre des scientifiques, des médecins,
des représentants d’organismes et des
citoyens qui ontexaminé la nature de la
preuve scientifique eu égard a la mise en
oeuvre de mesures efficaces de nettoyage
de l’environnement et, ultimement, a la
survie de l’espece humaine.
Les questions qui revenaient le plus sou-
vent pendant l’atelier de deux jours étaient:
0 Comment la science est-elle
transmise et actualisée au
niveau de l’action com-
munautaire
autogérée?
0 Comment les
décideurs
devraient-ils
considérer
l’incertitude
scientifique,
ou plus
précisément,
a que]
moment le
«poids de la
preuve» est-
il suffisant
pour
justifier une
intervention
environne—
mentale
coﬁteuse?
0 Comment
généraliser
les indicateurs
précis de la
mauvaise
santé de l’écosysteme de facon
a arriver a assurer l’intégrité de
l’écosysteme du bassin?
comportement des systemes complexes?
 
Quelle est la nature d’une science naissante
axée sur la synthese des observations sur le
Cette derniere question a lance les
chercheurs clans des débats extrémement
complexes sur la nature de la vérité en
science. Maxine Caldwell, de l’Assemblée
des premieres nations, a fait remarquer
avec une certaine ironie que, dans les
cultures autochtones, la science constitue
une forme de confinement, un peu comme
un carré bien découpé, alors que la
sagesse autochtone
représente
En haute, au centre, de gauche a droite : [eff Solway s 'adresse
a I’assemblee; George Clark, a gauche, et George Lambert;
john Frank; photo du centre, a partir de la gauche :
 
I’expansion d’un cercle de comprehension,
ce qui décrit bien, par métaphore, 1a téche
des participants a l’atelier : transmettre
l’état des connaissances sur la santé de
l’écosysteme tant du point de vue de la
science (le carré) que de celui de la
collectivité (1e cercle).
Dans ses remarques préliminaires,
Gordon Durnil, 1e president de la Com-
mission américaine, a déclaré que les
commissaires sont continuellement
confrontés a la question suivante : A quel
moment l’information recueillie est-elle
suffisante pour justifier une intervention?
C’est essentiellement 1e principe du poids
  
  
 
le president Gordon Durnil,
Rosalie Bertell et Pierre Be’land;
photo du bas, Kathy Walshe,
Betty Vanderwater, Karey
Shinn, lune Fessenden
MacDonald, Laura Iones;
lune Fessenden MacDonald
et Katsi Cook;
Sati Mazumdar.
Photos Bruce Iamieson
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de la preuve que la Commission a adopté
dans son Sixiéme rapport biennal sur la
qualité de l’eau dans les Grands Lacs
comme critere principal pour justifier les
décisions qu’elle prend afin d’assurer le
rejet nul et l’élimination virtuelle des sub-
stances toxiques rémanentes dans les
Grands Lacs.
Rosalie Bertell, copre’sidente du Comité
de la santé de l'écosystéme, a fait porter sa
réflexion sur la nouvelle tendance qui veut
que l’étre humain, plutot que l’animal,
serve d’indicateur de la santé de l’éco-
systeme. Elle soutient que la Commission
doit tenir compte du message que lui
envoient les collectivités concernées dans
son processus global d’évaluation de la
santé des écosystémes du bassin des
Grands Lacs.
Dans son discours—programme, Pierre
Béland, de l’Institut d’écotoxicologie du
fleuve Saint-Laurent, a élaboré sur la ques-
tion du fossé qui sépare les connaissances
scientifiques en écotoxicologie et la rapidité
d’intervention de la société pour corriger la
situation. 11 met en relieer cas des bélugas
du fleuve Saint—Laurent, dont
l’empoisonnement a petit feu est connu
depuis des décennies, et la tiédeur des
interventions en vue d’éliminer les sub-
stances toxiques de leur habitat. Méme si
les scientifiques ont dénoué la complexité
des liens entre la survie de cette béte
majestueuse et les activités humaines dans
le bassin du Saint-Laurent et des Grands
Lacs, la volonté politique pour corriger la
situation fait encore défaut.
Pierre Béland a indiqué qu’il fallait que
les scientifiques et le public prennent part
aux débats pour établir la volonté politique
nécessaire a la protection de
l’environnement. Méme si les chercheurs
de l’Institut d’écotoxicologie du ﬂeuve
Saint-Laurent, ont élaboré un programme
tr‘es réussi de sensibilisation du public
s’appuyant sur la télévision, les écoles, les
centres d’interprétation et l’écotourisme
(observation des baleines), les résultats
tardent a se concrétiser jusqu’ici parce que
les décideurs a Quebec et 3 Ottawa
semblent peu enclins a privilégier la survie
des bélugas face aux intéréts économiques
des pollueurs du bassin supérieur. D’apres
lui, seule la création d’une alliance
politique solide entre les chercheurs et les
collectivités, axée sur la réaffectation de
ressources permettant d’assurer la protec-
 
tion de cet écosysteme unique du Saint-
Laurent, pourra sauver les bélugas.
Des exposes sur des études en matiere
de santé communautaire ont ensuite été
présentés. L’étude sur la santé (an 2000),
autogérer par les residents d’East Toronto,
(East Toronto Health 2000 Participatory
Health Study), est un exemple d’une
collectivité urbaine qui prend son avenir
en main. Cette etude est le résultat du
long combat que mene la collectivité
contre les autorités de santé publique de la
ville de Toronto, les intéréts économiques
des établissements industriels locaux
(p. ex. les fonderies de plomb et les usines
de detergents) et l’utilisation et la
surutilisation d’enquétes scientifiques
pour établir les faits (p.ex. études
épidémiologiques et evaluations de la
contamination des sols).
L’histoire a été relate’e par les
intervenants communautaires Laura
Jones, Karey Shinn et les professionnels de
la santé Betty Vanderwater et Kathe
Walsh. Le probleme remonte aux années
soixante, a I’époque ou l’on craignait
qu’une fonderie de plomb vienne
contaminer l’air et le sol. L’analyse des
teneurs en plomb des sols a confirmé aux
autorités sanitaires l’existence d’un dan-
ger potentiel pour la santé. La couche
arable du sol fut enlevée aux endroits ou
les concentrations de plomb étaient
élevées, en particulier dans les cours
d’école. Apres cette opération et
l’imposition de mesures de reduction des
emissions aux usines polluantes, les
autorités publiques concernées estimaient
avoir pris les dispositions nécessaires. En
d’autres mots, 1e probleme était, quant a
91195, réglé.
Ces mesures étaient insuffisantes pour
les membres de la collectivité de
Riverdale. Le fait que l’état de santé
général de leur communauté ne
s’améliorait pas, comme l’exprimaient ses
residents, semblait indiquer que le
probleme n’était pas réglé. On constatait
une fréquence plus élevée d’asthme chez
les enfants et une impression générale,
quoique indéfinie, que la collectivité était
en mauvaise santé. Les résidents et les
représentants de la collectivité n’arrivaient
cependant pas a convaincre le conseil de
santé publique de la légitimité de leurs
problemes de santé et les preuves qu'ils
présentaient a cet effet étaient
 
généralement rejetées sous prétexte
qu’elles ne révélaient rien «d’anormal».
La collectivité devait prouver
scientifiquement que son exposition aux
produits toxiques était supérieure a celle
observée ailleurs dans la région de
Toronto. Malgré la multitude d’études
épidémiologiques et de tests, rien ne
permettait de justifier formellement
l’instauration de programmes visant a
réduire les apports toxiques au sein de la
collectivité. En réalité, c’est sur cette
derniere que retombait le fardeau de la
preuve.
L’inaction du conseil sanitaire de
Toronto a donné l’impulsion a l’étude sur
la santé (an 2000), autogérer par les
residents d’East Toronto, (East Toronto
Health 2000 Participatory Health Study),
L’étude, en cours d’exécution, est
entierement réalisée par des bénévoles qui
ont bénéficié du soutien de spécialistes
pour la conception du questionnaire
d’enquéte et de la procédure
d’échantillonnage (c.-a-d. l’International
Institute of Concern for Public Health).
L’objectif visé était double : i1 s’agissait,
dans un premier temps, d’établir la
legitimité des inquiétudes des habitants
de Riverdale a l’égard de leur santé et, en
second lieu, de sensibiliser davantage la
collectivité aux liens qui existent entre la
degradation de l’environnement et la
santé des personnes. Le questionnaire,
axé sur les antecedents familiaux,
s’intéressait également au regime
alimentaire et aux habitudes de vie des
gens. Un «groupe témoin» de répondants
compose de familles habitant a l’extérieur
du quartier sera créé afin de faciliter
l’étude comparative cles écarts dans l’état
de santé. L’étude est un processus perma- 9
nent qui vise a améliorer la santé et a
établir des protocoles pour les soins
donnés a la communauté grace a des
interventions stratégiques. Contrairement
aux enquétes épidémiologiques
conventionnelles, ses rapports avec la
communauté ressemblent davantage a
ceux entre un médecin et son patient.
Des études menées dans les
communautés autochtones ont ensuite été
présentées par Katsi Cook, du projet du
lait maternel d’Akwesasne et par Maxine
Caldwell du projet sur les effets de
l’environnement des Grands Lacs sur les
Suite a la page 10
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Claude
Lanthier
est nommé
president
Claude Lanthier, ing.,
de LaSalle, Québec a été
nommé president de la
section canadienne de la
Commission mixte inter—
nationale par ses collegues
1e 16 juillet, 1992. Lanthier
exercait la fonction de
commissaire depuis le 6
février 1990. A titre de
president, il fait profiter la
Commission mixte
internationale de ses
connaissances et de son
experience dans les milieux
professionnel, académique,
commercial et politique, tant
aux niveaux provincial que
national et international.
Claude Lanthier
Appointed
Canadian
Chairman
Claude Lanthier, P.Eng. of
LaSalle, Quebec was ap-
pointed Chairman of the
Canadian Section of the
International Joint Commis-
sion by his colleagues on
July 16, 1992. He was first
appointed as Commissioner
on February 6, 1990. As
Chairman, he will provide
the Commission with the
benefit of his experience in
professional, academic,
commercial and political
fields, at the provincial,
national and international
levels.
  
Canada Appoints Two
New Commissioners to
the International Joint
Commission
wo new Commissioners were
appointed on July 10, 1992 by the
Governor-in—Council to the Ca-
nadian Section of the International Joint
Commission. James A. Macaulay, Q.C.
and Gordon W. Walker, Q.C. will serve
the Commission for a three-year term.
James A. Macaulay was born in
Montreal, Quebec on December 30,
1928. After attending Dalhousie Uni-
versity in Halifax, Nova Scotia, he
served in Korea with the Second
Batallion, Princess Patricia’s Canadian
Light Infantry. He studied law at the
University of British Columbia from
1953 to 1956 and was called to the
British Columbia Bar in 1957.
Commissioner Macaulay has prac-
ticed law in Vancouver since 1958,
principally as counsel in civil cases,
and is a partner in Macaulay McColl,
Barristers. He is married to Alice
Locke and they have five children.
Gordon W. Walker was born in 1941
in St. Thomas, Ontario. He obtained his
Bachelor of Law degree from the Uni-
versity of Western Ontario in 1967 and
became a member of the Law Society of
Upper Canada in 1969.
Commissioner Walker has served in
public office since 1967, when he was
elected Councillor for the City of Lon-
don. He was an elected Member of the
Ontario Legislature from 1971 to 1985
and served as Minister of Correctional
Services, Consumer and Commercial
Relations, Industry and Trade, and
Secretary for Justice.
Since 1985 Walker has been a part-
ner of the London law firm of Walker
and Wood (est. 1969) and Counsel to
the law firm of Holden Day Wilson
(est. 1890) in Toronto. He received the
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Canada ’5 new Commissioners at the
International Joint Commission are
James A. Macaulay (above) and
Gordon W. Walker (at right).
Les nouveaux commissaires dll Canada
a la Commission mixte internationale:
a gauche, M. lames A. Macaulay et,
a droite, M. Gordon W. Walker.
Centennial Medal in 1967 and the
Queen’s 25th Anniversary Medal in
1977, and was named Queen’s Counsel
in 1979. Commissioner Walker is mar-
ried to Harriet Hedley. They have two
children and reside in Toronto.
Messieurs Macaulay and Walker
replace outgoing Commissioners, the
Honourable E. Davie Fulton, P.C. O.C.,
QC. and Robert Welch, QC.
 
Le Canada nomme
de nouveaux
commissaires a la
Commission mixte
internationale
eux nouveaux commissaires
ont étés nommés par le gou-
Verneur en conseil au nom du
Canada a la Commission mixte inter-
nationale 1e 10 juillet 1992. James A.
Macaulay, c.r., et Gordon W. Walker,
c.r., entameront un mandat de trois ans.
James Macaulay est né a Montreal 1e
30 décembre 1928. Apres avoir étudié a
l'université Dalhousie (Nouvelle-
Ecosse), il a servi dans le deuxieme
bataillon en Corée en 1951. Il étudia le
droit a l’université de la Colombie-
Britannique de 1953 a 1956 et fut admis
au barreau de cette province en 1957.
Commissaire Macaulay pratique Ie
droit 21 Vancouver depuis 1958, princi-
palement comme avocat au civil. Il est
partenaire au sein du cabinet Macaulay
McColl. Macaulay a épousé Alice Locke
et sont parents de cinq enfants.
Gordon W. Walker, est né en 1941 a
St. Thomas en Ontario. Bachelier en
droit de l’Université Western Ontario
en 1967, il est devenu membre du
Barreau du Haut—Canada en 1969.
Commissaire Walker a commence sa
carriere politique en 1967, alors qu’il
 
était élu conseiller de la ville de Lon-
don (Ontario). 11 a été député a
l’Assemblée législative de l'Ontario
pendant douze ans, de 1971-1983. 11 a
été ministre des Services correction-
nels, ministre de la Consommation et du
Commerce, ministre de l’lndustrie et du
Commerce et secrétaire a la Justice.
Depuis 1985, il est partenaire dans le
cabinet d’avocats Walker and Wood,
(établit en 1969), et avocat au sein du
cabinet Holden Day Wilson (établit en
1890) a Toronto. En 1967, i1 regu la
Médaille du Centennaire et en 1977 on
lui présenta 1a Médaille du 25ieme
anniveraire du couronnement de la
Reine. En 1979 i1 devint Conseiller de
la Reine. Commissaire Walker épousa
Harriet Hedley. Ils sont les parents de
deux enfants et resident a Toronto.
Messieurs Macauley et Walker
remplacent les commissaires sortants,
l’honorable E. Davie Fulton, C.P., O.C.,
c.r., et Robert Welch, c.r.
Rée’valuation du role de la science . . .
autochtones (projet EAGLE). Ce dernier
projet est réalisé en collaboration avec
Santé et Bien-étre social Canada,
l’Assemblée des premieres nations et les
collectivités autochtones du bassin des
Grands Lacs et du Saint-Laurent. Tout
comme celle d’East Toronto, cette étude
visait a mesurer l’état de santé de la
collectivité eta sensibiliser davantage les
résidents aux liens qui existent entre la
santé environnementale (p. ex. la contami-
nation du milieu) et la santé physique,
sociale et économique de la collectivité.
La communauté d’Akwesasne est
particulierement vulnerable a la pollution
de l’air et de l’eau causée par les
établissements industriels de la région,
comme l’aluminerie Reynolds (cendres
ﬂuorées) et les usines de produits chim-
iques situées le long du fleuve Saint—
Laurent. La situation se trouve aggravée par
la construction de barrages, la Voie mari~
time du Saint-Laurent et la presence d’eaux
polluées provenant des Grands Lacs.
L’étude a également été concue en
fonction des valeurs spirituelles, des
modes de vie et des mécanismes departici-
pation communautaire qui sont propres
aux autochtones, et sa démarche tient
davantage de la médecine holistique que
des études épidémiologiques classiques.
Fait important a signaler, les enquétes sont
menées par des autochtones en qui les
participants ont davantage confiance que
des enquéteurs de l’extér-ieur, ce qui
favorise la mise au jour des peurs
profondément enfouies a l’égard de la
decomposition du tissu social.
J
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Les intervenantes communautaires
Maxine Caldwell et Katsi Cook ont
expliqué aux participants de l’atelier com-
ment les peuples autochtones conqoivent
la problématique environnementale. La
nation Mohawk entretient des liens
privilégiés avec la nature, de par son
mode de vie, sa culture et ses mythes.
Pour ses membres, la colonisation du
territoire par les Européens et la destruc-
tion subséquente des foréts et des
animaux, lesquelles conduisent en fin de
compte a l’empoisonnement de l’eau et de
l’air dénotent un manque de respect pour
la nature tout en témoignant du malaise
spirituel que vivent les sociétés
technologiques modernes. Les membres
ne reconnaissent pas le concept de
propriété individuelle et l’existence de
droits de propriété privée sanctionnés par
la loi sur les ressources naturelles com-
munes. Les premiers traités signés avec
les Européens constituaient, pour leurs
ancétres, des ententes sur le partage des
terres, mais dans les faits, ils ont débouché
sur une restriction de leur acces aux terres
ainsi qu’aux territoires ancestraux de
chasse et de péche.
La communication acquise par
l’organisation de portes ouvertes, de dis-
cussions et de programmes scolaires
constitue un volet important du projet
EAGLE. En plus d’enquéter sur les
antécédents familiaux, on envisage
d’entrer dans la base de données les
profils de la collectivité concernant les
habitudes alimentaires, les activités de
péche et de chasse ainsi que le bien-étre
économique et social. On tente, en
favorisant 1a participation, de gagner 1a
confiance des autoch-tones a l’égard de
l’étude, la continuité étant un élément
important de l’étude qui devrait s’étendre
sur plusieurs années.
Les participants a l’atelier ont été
impressionnés par le soin apporté a la
création d’un climat favorable au
déroulement de cet important projet et par
la cooperation établie entre les
responsables gouvernementaux, les
scientifiques et les dirigeants de la
collectivité. Les discussions ont porté sur
l’approche innovatn'ce qui consiste a lier
les valeurs de la collectivité avec l’état de
santé des residents et l’intégrité de
l’écosysteme avec la santé de la
collectivité. Ces objectifs porteurs de défis
sont conformes a la démarche
 
écosystémique mise de l’avant dans
l’Accord relatif a la qualité de l’eau dans
les Grands Lacs.
L’exposé sur l’étude d’Akwesasne a été
suivi d’une presentation par un panel de
scientifiques des derniéres constatations
concernant le bassin des Grands Lacs,
notamment sur les mesures des charges
corporelles (Dr Donald Tillitt), les études
fauniques et ichtyofauniques (Glen Fox),
les considerations d’ordre
épidémiologique (D'Iohn Frank), les effets
sur la reproduction (Dr Sati Mazumdar),
les effets sur le développement et sur
l’immunologie (Dr George Clark), les
effets neurotoxiques (D’ Brian Bush).
Le panel a également fait part de ses
réflexions sur les limites de la science
lorsqu’il s’agit de relier les parties (sci-
ence) au tout (santé de la collectivité). Les
spécialistes s’accordent généralement
pour dire que malgré une réduction du
niveau de contamination du bassin des
Grands Lacs, l’élimination des contami-
nants déja accumulés (surtout dans les
sediments) pose encore de graves
problemes. La recherche sur les effets
apparait cependant de mieux en mieux
ciblée, et s’intéresse davantage aux effets
dose-réponse des micropolluants. Par
exemple, l’exposition d’une cellule,
surtout lors des premiers stades de
développement, pourrait conduire a une
perturbation a long terme de la santé de
l’animal ou de la personne.
Lors de la discussion qui a suivi 1e
panel d’experts, le probleme de
l’incertitude scientifique et les difficultés
liées a la communication des résultats de
recherches complexes ont de nouveau été
évoqués. Il est donc difficile de transposer
une subtile distinction statistique en effets
sur la santé de la collectivité, surtout face
a la crainte que le cas sur dix mille soit un
de vos enfants! Les chercheurs sont mal a
l’aise vis—a-vis des positions tranchées
résultant du militantisme écologique et de
la confrontation et préférent alors se
retrancher derriére les abstractions
confortables de leurs experiences de
laboratoire.
Cela étant dit, les participants
s’accordaient généralement pour dire qu’il
incombait aux scientifiques d’aider la
communauté a comprendre les limites de
la méthode scientifique et la nécessité de
réforme au sein de la communauté
scientifique elle-méme. Il faut mettre
 
davantage l'accent sur les approches
transdisciplinaires a la résolution des
problémes complexes. Certains estiment
qu’il faut carre’ment inventer une nouvelle
science qui privilégie la synthése plutét
que l’analyse, et qui permettrait aux
chercheurs de travailler sur les grandes
questions que sont l’intégrité de l’écosy—
steme et la survie de l’espéce humaine.
Plusieurs participants a la discussion
ont souligné le role de premier plan que la
Commission mixte internationale peut
jouer dans la reorientation des activités de
recherche dans le bassin des Grands Lacs
en fonction de la démarche
écosystémique. Si les collectivités des
Grands Lacs peuvent agir localement,
particulierement en participant aux plans
d’action correctrice, c’est a la Commission
mixte internationale qu’il revient de faire
comprendre, a titre de conseiller aupres
des gouvernements des nations, des Etats
et des provinces, la nécessité que les
recherches partent d’une vision globale.
La resistance vis-a-vis de cette nouvelle
science vient en partie du cadre
disciplinaire rigide que se donnent les
universités en matiére d’éducation
scientifique, mais les gouvernements
doivent aussi assumer la responsabilité
qui leur revient en ce qui concerne
l’attribution des fonds de recherche. On a
souligné que le Plan vert du Canada
reconnaissait l'existence de ce probléme,
en accordant des subventions stratégiques
pour la recherche sur les écosystemes et
des fonds pour l’établissement de cinq
nouvelles chaires d’études
environnementales dans les universités
canadiennes.
Les recommandations de l’atelier ont
surtout mis l’accent sur la nécessité pour
les chercheurs de s’intéresser davantage
aux problemes sociaux que soulévent les
préoccupations des collectivités a l’égard
de leur santé, pour les autorités de santé
publique, de reconnaitre la légitimité du
mécanisme d’auto-évaluation de la
collectivité, et pour la Commission, de
s’efforcer davantage d’instaurer un dia-
logue entre la science et la collectivité.
Pour obtenir de plus amples
‘renseignements, veuillez communiquer
avec DrJohn Clark, Commission mixte
internationale, 100, avenue Ouellette, 8°
étage, Windsor (Ontario), N9A 6T3, (519)
256-7821, on GP. 32869, Detroit (MI)
48232, (313) 226-2170.
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The Honourable E. Davie Fulton, P.C.,
O.C., Q.C., was invested as an Officer
of the Order of Canada by the Gover-
nor General in October 1992. Officers
of the Order of Canada are appointed
on the basis of national service to those
whose lives and work have demon-
strated the desire for a better country.
In addition to having served as
Minister of Justice and Attorney
General of Canada, Fulton was ap—
pointed to the International Joint
Commission in January 1986 and
served as Chairman of the Canadian
Section from September 1989 until the
completion of his term in July 1992.
*x-xraew
The International Joint Commission is
cooperating with the United Nations
Association in Canada on an initiative
to encourage individuals in local
communities to "Sign on for Agenda
21.” Agenda 21 is a framework for
global, regional and national action
based on the conclusions and agree-
ments reached at the June 1992 Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The United Nations Association is
seeking funding support for a three-
stage initiative, including distribution
of a workbook to help individuals
understand and address issues related
to a healthy ecosystem followed by
local workshops to develop a commu-
nity plan of action for Agenda 21. The
third stage of the project will link
community workshop participants in a
number of communities in Canada and
the United States in a live-by—satellite
television conference to share commu-
nity experiences and to enhance their
own local plans of action.
For more information about the
Agenda 21 project, contact Alan Clarke,
Communications Advisor, International
Joint Commission, 100 Metcalfe Street,
18th Floor, Ottawa, ON KIP 5M1.
(613)995-0088.
nix-at)?
In September 1992, the Great Lakes
Fishery Commission alerted govern-
ments to the need for a rapid response
to the threat posed by the ruffe, a
perch-like fish from Europe. Scientists
believe the ruffe was introduced to
 
Montreal will host
the Seventh Annual
Mayors Conference in
1993.
Montreal sera l'héte de
la Septieme conference
annuelle des maires en
1993.
Lake Superior at Duluth Harbor by the
discharge of ballast water from an
ocean-going vessel,
Work by a Fishery Commission task
force suggests that only a two-year
window of opportunity remains to
contain the ruffe before it explodes into
the rest of the Great Lakes. Research is
needed on basic biology, as well as on
chemical and physical means of
suppression. In particular, the sterile
male release technique needs to be
developed to eradicate founder popula—
tions of ruffe before new colonies
become established.
First discovered in 1987, the ruffe is
now the most abundant fish in Duluth
Harbor, and is spreading into western
Lake Superior. At the same time, the
yellow perch population in Duluth
Harbor has declined 50 percent and other
valuable fisheries may collapse if the
ruffe continues to proliferate. Ruffe have
little value as a food or sport fish, nor are
they utilized by most predator fish.
For more information, contact the
Great Lakes Fishery Commission, 2100
Commonwealth Boulevard, Suite 209,
Ann Arbor, MI 48105-1563. (313)662-3209.
*ltilt}
Does environmental dredging offer a
solution to the problems of contami-
nated sediments? A field of specialists
from various countries and disciplines
gathered to discuss issues related to
this question at the International
Symposium on Environmental Dredg-
ing in Buffalo, New York, September
30 through October 2, 1992. Presenta-
tions addressed new technology for
sediment removal, methods for assess-
ing contaminant release, restoration of
fish and wildlife habitat, and various
 
policy perspectives on how to success-
fully approach complex remediation
efforts that may not be possible to
complete within one person’s lifetime.
For further information, contact
Michael Raab, Erie County Environ—
mental Education Institute, P.O. Box 56,
Buffalo, NY 14205-0056. (716)858-6370.
’(‘il'it'X-X'
Mayors from coastal communities in
the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence binational
region have decided to formally
incorporate their organization and
establish a permanent secretariat.
Resolutions adopted last May at the
Sixth Annual Mayors Conference in
Thunder Bay, Ontario addressed water—
related issues including sedimentation
and dredging, Lake Erie commercial
fishing quotas, zebra mussel control
and uniform water quality standards.
The mayors also urged adoption of
federal policies that would neutralize
competitive advantages for manufactur—
ing between the US. and Canada based
solely on differences in environmental
regulations.
For further information, contact
Claude Mailloux, secretariat of the
International Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
Mayors’ Conference, 385 Grande Allee
Est, Quebec, PQ G1R 2H8, telephone
(418)523-7720. Assisting the secretariat
with US. coordination is the Great
Lakes Commission, located at the
Argus II Building, 400 South Fourth
Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48103-4816.
(313)665-9135.
4*#>l-I-
Terry Yonker has joined Great Lakes
United as Executive Director. Great
Lakes United is an international
12
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coalition of organizations from across
the Great Lakes basin, dedicated to the
protection and perpetuation of the
Great LakesaSt. Lawrence River ecosys-
tem. Yonker succeeds Philip Weller,
who moved to Austria.
For further information, contact
Bruce Kershner, Great ‘Lakes United,
State University College at Buffalo,
Cassety Hall, 1300 Elmwood Avenue,
Buffalo, NY 14222, telephone (716)886-
0142 or in Canada, Great Lakes United,
PO. Box 548, Station A, Windsor, ON
N9A 6M6. (519)255—7141.
****#
The first Center for Environmental
Genetics in the United States recently
opened under the direction of Professor
Daniel Nebert at the University of
Cincinnati Medical Center. The center’s
research team will investigate which
individuals have a genetic predisposi-
tion for increased risk of environmental
toxicity and cancer. For more informa-
tion, contact the University of Cincin—
nati Medical Center, Department of
Environmental Health, Kettering
Laboratory, 3223 Eden Avenue, Cincin-
nati, OH 45267-0056. (513)5580155.
*x-x-x-x-
Ontario’s four largest contributors to
acid rain say they will meet the cap on
sulphur dioxide emissions for 1994 set
by the Countdown Acid Rain program,
according to a report released by the
Ontario Ministry of the Environment.
Under the six-year-old program, Inco
Ltd., Falconbridge Ltd., Algoma Steel
Corporation Ltd. and Ontario Hydro
must reduce their combined sulphur
dioxide emissions from the 1986 total
legal limit of 1,389 kilotonnes to 665
kilotonnes.
For copies of the report Countdown
Acid Rain, Government Review of the
Twelfth Progress Reports (January 31,
1992) By Ontario’s Four Major Sources of
Sulphur Dioxide, (PIBS 646E12), contact
the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment’s Public Information
Centre, 135 St. Clair Avenue West,
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5. (416)323-4321 or
1-800-565-4923 toll-free in Canada.
1(- Jl‘ it ’6 It
What is a LaMP? LaMP is the acronym
for Lakewide Management Plan, a
strategy being drafted for each of the
 
Great Lakes. The LaMP development
process is being led by the two federal
governments. Under the terms of the
Canada-US. Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement, LaMPs will identify ways to
reduce and prevent pollution and restore
the ecology of each of the Great Lakes.
A proposed Lake Michigan LaMP
has been drafted and is now available
for public review. Work on the LaMP
for Lake Superior is planned to begin
this year, with the Lakes Huron and
Erie LaMPs to follow in 1993 and 1994
respectively. Each draft LaMP will be
submitted to the International Joint
Commission for review and comment,
as required in the Agreement.
To better understand water quality
issues and how to get involved in the
LaMP process, the US. Environmental
Protection Agency has provided funds
to the Great Lakes Sea Grant Network
to conduct ten regional workshops
around the shores of Lakes Michigan
and Superior, produce eight fact sheets
clarifying scientific and policy issues in
the LaMP documents, and develop a
slide show about water quality issues.
For more information on LaMPs
educational materials and workshops,
contact Karen Vigmostad, Michigan Sea
Grant College Program, Michigan State
University, 334 Natural Resources
Building, EastLansing, MI 48824—1222.
(517)336—1628 or 3160.
I-lflélilt
While many Great Lakes researchers
are interested in using wildlife or other
species as indicators of the relative
contamination of Areas of Concern in
the Great Lakes, researchers at the
University of Windsor hope to prove
that plants can also play such a role.
Jon Doust and Lesley Lovett—Doust and
their students have been using cloned
eelgrass, Vallisneria americana to test
this premise, arguing that plants are
often left out of the picture even
though they form the foundation of the
food web.
Results thus far have shown that
reproduction, growth and survival can
be impaired to differing degrees, and
that impairment is correlated with the
actual contaminant content of the plant
tissues. Their hope is that cloned
eelgrass can be used to rank the
seriousness of contamination in
particular locations, and to track
 
environmental improvements that
follow remediation under the RAP
program.
The couple’s research program is
supported by Environment Canada’s
Great Lakes University Research Fund
program and the Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources through the Envi-
ronmental Youth Corps program. For
more information, contact Drs. Jon
Doust and Lesley Lovett-Doust,
University of Windsor, 401 Sunset,
Windsor, ON N9B 3P4. (519)253-4232.
x-x-x-x‘x-
In addition to the massive area of
wetland habitat around the Great Lakes
lost through conversion to human use,
another organism is converting large
areas of wetland to single species
tracts: Lythrum salicaria, or purple
loosestrife. A multi-pronged attack is
being mounted to seek ways of control-
ling this beautiful, but destructive
weed and information sharing is being
coordinated by the Canadian Wildlife
Federation.
Several researchers are investigating
different aspects of the problem, such
as feasibility of biological control (Drs.
Malecki, Blossey and Schroeder,
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY) and the
nature of the interaction between
purple loosestrife and native plants
(Drs. J. Doust and L. Lovett-Doust,
University of Windsor, Windsor, ON).
A large-scale public appeal for reports
of colonies of purple loosestrife has so
far been successful, and researchers are
following up on many of these
sightings.
If you have any additional informa—
tion please contact Sandy Baumgartner,
Canadian Wildlife Federation, 2740
Queensview, Ottawa, ON K28 1A2.
Telephone (613)721-2286 or toll free in
Canada 1-800-565—6305.
I-x-Itlt-I-
The Great Lakes Beach Sweep was not
just another day at the shore. On more
than 260 miles of beach in the eight
Great Lakes states, 3,700 volunteers,
armed with trash bags and work
gloves, picked up nearly 16 tons of
beach debris, counting and recording
every piece of trash on data cards.
The Beach Sweep, in its second year,
is part of the Center for Marine
Conservation’s one-day International
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Coastal Cleanup. The center will
compile, analyze and publish the data,
providing insights into the sources of
aquatic debris by state and country.
Cigarette butts are a litter problem
that plagues most Great Lakes
beaches: Minnesota participants
reported 24,000 along 28 miles of
shoreline; Illinois volunteers found
15,000 on the 4.5 miles they cleaned.
Of the rest, the overwhelming number
of items are beverage-related: bottles
and broken glass; plastic straws;
Styrofoam cups and pieces; metal
bottle caps; plastic beverage contain-
ers; plastic caps and lids.
Several states have distinctive
debris problems. Automotive and boat
parts figured prominently in New
York, Ohio and Wisconsin. New
York’s Lake Erie shoreline continues
to be a dumping ground for construc-
tion debris and worn—out tires. And
Michigan volunteers found balloons
bearing the names of Wisconsin towns
and organizations along the Lake
Michigan shoreline.
Coordinated by the John G. Shedd
Aquarium, next year’s Great Lakes
Beach Sweep is scheduled for Septem-
ber 18. Participation on Canadian Great
Lakes shorelines is also being sought.
For more information, contact Karen
Furnweger, John G. Shedd Aquarium,
1200 S. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL
60605. (312)939-2426, ext. 3374.
lt-lt-i'i'l-
The Great Lakes Commission has been
awarded a two-year grant from the
Joyce Foundation to develop and
implement an Ecosystem Charter for
the Great Lakes Basin. The goal of
the charter is to present a shared
vision of the Great Lakes and a
blueprint to achieve that vision.
Participation from public, private and
citizen organizations in the US. and
Canada will be encouraged. To receive
more information on the charter
contact Dr. Michael Donahue, Great
Lakes Commission, The Argus II
Building, 400 Fourth Street, Ann
Arbor, MI 48103-4816. (313)665—9135.
**X'l(-*
While hundreds of shipwrecks have
occurred in the Great Lakes over the
centuries, the University of Michigan
recently discovered an extraordinarily
 
well preserved 19th century, three-
masted sailing ship on the bottom of
Lake Huron. The large ship is whole
and upright with mastsand rigging
still in place. The university has
applied to Michigan’s Department of
Natural Resources for permission to
explore the wreck through the use of
remote—operated diving devices that
transmit video images and gather
samples. The exact location of the
wreck will be kept secret until it has
been studied thoroughly to prevent
damage to the ship. For more informa-
tion, contact Terry Gallagher, the
University of Michigan, 412 Maynard
Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1399.
(313)747-1847.
With grant support from the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation, The Huron River
Watershed Council has initiated a
regional municipal groundwater
protection program involving south-
eastern Michigan communities. The
program is focusing on building
partnerships among local, county,
regional and state authorities, and
defining what land areas are contribut—
ing water to municipal wells, identify—
ing groundwater threats within those
areas, and developing strategies to best
manage those threats.
To receive more information on the
program, contact Scott McEwen,
Director of Groundwater Protection,
The Huron River Watershed Council,
415 West Washington, Ann Arbor, MI
48103. (313)769-5123.
The new Regional Groundwater
Center, at the University of Michigan-
Flint Laboratory for Land and Water
Management, is part of a network of
regional centers and community
projects supported by the W.I(. Kellogg
Foundation through the Groundwater
Education in Michigan program,
commonly known as GEM. The center,
created to facilitate awareness and
understanding of the groundwater
resource in east-central Michigan,
provides a variety of services to assist
community leaders, educators and
business organizations with their
groundwater protection efforts.
For more information, contact the
Regional Groundwater Center, The
University of Michigan-Flint, Room
518, Murchie Science Building, Flint,
MI 48502-2186. (313)766—6608.
 
X-atieit’t
ECO LOGIC, an environmental
remediation company formed in 1986,
has created a way to destroy organic
hazardous waste. The ECO LOGIC
process has been tested and found to
virtually eliminate polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), polyaromatic hydro—
carbons (PAHs) and other organic
contaminants from excavated Hamilton
Harbour sediment. The process was
selected for demonstration as part of
the US. Superfund Innovative Technol-
ogy Evaluation Program at the
Middleground Landfill site in Bay City,
Michigan in fall 1992.
The patented process uses what is
known as “thermal gas-phase reduc-
tion” to effectively destroy chlorinated
and nonchlorinated organic contami—
nants. In the closed loop process,
aqueous wastes combine with hydro-
gen and steam at 900°C. to form
methane, hydrochloric acid and
ethylene, without any emission to the
environment. A 99.9999 percent
destruction of PCBs and PAHs was
achieved from the Hamilton Harbour
sample. In addition, the reactor system
is mobile, cost effective and designed
to preclude the formation of any
dioxins and furans.
This technology also may be ideal to
treat landfill leachate, pulp mill sludge,
harbour sediments and other aqueous
wastes, all common at Great Lakes
Areas of Concern. For more informa-
tion, write to ELI ECO LOGIC Interna—
tional Inc., 143 Dennis Street, Rock-
wood, ON NOB 2K0. (519)856-9591.
X-lf’i’f’f
Over the years, a number of environ—
mental concerns have beenexpressed
regarding the practice of open-lake
disposal of dredged materials. In
response, federal, state and local
agencies created the Toledo Harbor
Planning Group under the direction of
the US. Army Corps of Engineers
Buffalo District. The group will promote
disposal management options and
explore productive use of dredged
materials. To receive information about
their fall public meeting and the
group’s program, contact Program
Manager Wiener Cadet, US. Army
Corps of Engineers, 1776 Niagara
Street, Buffalo, NY 14207. (716)879-4247.
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 Measures
Evaluated at
Study Workshop
by Ruth Edgett
pproximately 7O stakeholder
and agency representatives
from Duluth to Quebec City
attended a three-day study workshop
held in Toronto, September 28-30,
I992. The purpose of the gathering
was to further refine the list of mea-
sures that could be recommended to
the Governments of Canada and the
United States to alleviate problems
associated with fluctuating Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence River water levels.
Commissioner Gordon Walker, re-
cently appointed to the Canadian
Section of the International Joint Com-
mission, was among the workshop
attendees.
These measures are addressed in an
options document, which will be dis-
cussed in a series of four public fo-
rums around the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River Basinfrom November
30 to December 3, 1992. Sessions will
also be held for Canadian and US.
policymakers in late November. This
consultation process will contribute to
the study’s draft findings and recom-
mendations.
The options document sets out the
key results of technical studies and
present options for measures to re-
duce the impacts of ﬂuctuating water
levels, emergency actions, institu-
tional arrangements, guiding prin—
ciples for governments and
communication practices.
In preparation for the September
workshop, all 140 study participants --
including the Study Board, Citizens
Advisory Committee, working com-
mittee, task group and corresponding
members -- were given a compendium
of summarized information on each of
 
the 18 categories of measures under
consideration. Participants were asked
to use this information to rank mea-
sures on a numeric scale in terms of
how they met economic, environmen-
tal, impact distribution and feasibility
criteria.
Participants agreed that measures
could be divided into three categories:
1.Remedial (measures that would
principally reduce damage to struc-
tures that already exist), including:
' New, enhanced, three—lake regula-
tion plans (Superior, Erie and
Ontario) with target ranges for
Lakes Michigan and Huron, three-
lake and two—lake regulation plans
(Superior and Ontario), modifica-
tions of existing plans, and various
combinations that would alter levels
and ﬂows on all five lakes;
0 Relocation of dwellings from flood
or erosion hazard zones;
0 Acquisition of developed land in
hazard-prone areas to limit the po-
tential for future damage;
' Structural and nonstructural shore
protection against flooding or ero-
sion; and
0 Flood proofing of existing shoreline
development.
2.Preventive (measures that would
principally reduce the probability of
future activities that would cause an
increase in damage), including:
0 Setback requirements for shoreline
construction;
0 Flood elevation requirements;
0 Land acquisition in undeveloped
areas and habitat protection to pre-
vent development on hazard lands;
' Shoreline alteration requirements to
limit damage due to inappropriate
development or shore protection;
0 Development controls for public infra-
structure, such as restricting develop-
ment from hazard areas of municipal
roads, water and sewer lines; and
0 Real estate disclosure to ensure that
buyers of property are aware of
potential hazards.
 
3.Compensatory (measures that
would compensate for damage in-
curred as a result of extreme low and
high water levels), such as:
' Disaster aid;
° Hazard insurance; and
° Tax relief.
The options document will serve as
the basis for discussion of these mea-
sures within the study and at the first
round of public forums. A draft of the
study’s findings, conclusions and
recommendations will be discussed in
a second round of public forums in
February 1993 before being finalized
in March. The options document or
more information about the public
forums can be obtained from the con-
tacts listed at the end of this section.
Study Progress
Stage Dama e Curves
Strengthene
In response to a critical assessment of
the stage—damage curves (graphs that
show the relationship between vari-
ous water levels and dollar amounts
of property damage), activities were
undertaken to improve the estimates
of flooding and erosion damages. In
addition to the curves, a separate
analysis will be carried out on historic
ﬂooding and erosion damage to assist
in evaluating potential benefits of
alternative water level regulation
scenarios. This project is being carried
out by the Potential Damages Task
Group of Working Committee 2.
Erosion Processes Work
Completed
Investigations into how reductions in
the range of water level ﬂuctuations
could affect shoreline erosion are com-
plete. This work, which included a
number of case studies, concluded
that reductions in erosion rates may
vary significantly -- from less than
five percent to almost 50 percent --
depending on the type of shoreline.
The key to understanding the im-
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plications of these results is to match
them with the shore type classification
maps prepared in a parallel project.
Researchers have pinpointed shore-
line areas that would have reduced
erosion with alternative regulation
scenarios, and further investigations
are determining the economic benefits
related to these reductions. The Ero-
sion Processes Task Group of Working
Committee 2 is completing this task.
Public Forums Scheduled
Working Committee 1 is now gearing
up for the final series of public events
prior to completion of the study. Two
sets of four public forums are planned
for various locations throughout the
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River basin.
The first set will present the study’s
initial findings and conclusions and will
begin at 6:30 pm. at these locations:
Nov. 30 Landmark Inn
1010 Dawson Rd.
Thunder Bay, ON
Milwaukee County
War Memorial Center
750 N. Lincoln Memorial Dr.
Milwaukee, WI
Drawbridge Inn
283 N. Christina St.
Samia, ON
Holiday Inn
300 Washington St.
Watertown, NY
The second set of forums in spring
1993 will discuss the study’s recom-
mendations. These are scheduled for:
Dec. 1
Dec. 2
Dec. 3
February 22 Sault Ste. Marie, ON
February 23 Chicago, IL
February 24 Buffalo, NY
February 25 Dorval, PQ
For further information, please check
with the contacts given at the end of this
section.
Riparian Survey
Provides Insights
Depending on where they live,
riparians prefer different government
actions to alleviate problems associ-
 
ated with changing water levels, a
study survey indicates. However, on
questions that dealt with the percep-
tion of risk, the majority of Canadian
and American respondents agreed that
people should be permitted to live on
the shores of the Great Lakes if they are
aware and willing to accept those risks.
The survey, completed over the
past three years, was given to residen-
tial riparian property owners in
Ontario, Quebec, the eight Great
Lakes states, and shoreline Native
North American communities in the
United States and Canada. The survey
was a joint project of Environment
Canada and the US. Army Corps of
Engineers, carried out in support of
the water levels study. The data col-
lected from 20,500 respondents will be
used to help evaluate the social im-
pacts of fluctuating water levels.
Ontario survey respondents who
live on lakes that do not have their
levels and outflows regulated by arti-
ficial structures (Lakes Huron, St.
Clair and Erie) identified government-
constructed dams and channels as a
means to avoid problems associated
with extremely high or low water
levels more often than those living on
regulated lakes. Those on lakes that
are already regulated (Lakes Superior
and Ontario) were more likely to pre-
fer that governments enact setback
restrictions on all new structures that
are built on the shorelines. The means
of avoiding problems most often iden-
tified by US. respondents on unregu-
lated lakes were setback requirements
and the building of water level control
structures; for those on regulated
lakes, the preferences were for tax
credits and setback requirements.
Natives indicated a preference for
government grants to assist with
shore protection.
The majority of riparian respon-
dents in the United States indicated
that the most preferred government
action would be tax credits for shore
protection works. The majority of
 
Quebec riparians indicated that they
prefer governments to construct shore
protection devices.
Percentages of riparians experienc-
ing ﬂooding were 44 percent for Na-
tives, 25 percent in Ontario and
Quebec, and 22 percent in the US.
states.
The reported incidence of erosion
was 60 percent in Ontario, 66 percent
for Natives, 57 percent for the Great
Lakes states and 33 percent in Quebec.
A majority of all respondents had
used stone, concrete or wood to rein-
force their shorelines. While Quebec
and Native riparians said erosion
prompted them to erect shore protec—
tion, the majority of Ontario and Great
Lakes states respondents were
prompted by high water levels to take
protective measures.
Other survey findings include:
0 A majority of Natives and Quebec
riparians believe that government
manages water levels tosatisfy ship-
ping and hydropower interests.
- The primary source of information
about water levels forboth Canadian
and US. respondents is personal ex-
perience, followed by the news media,
government publications and other
sources.
The Social Impacts Task Group is
still preparing its final report on the
survey results. Further information may
be obtained from the contacts below.
Direct your comments and inquiries to:
Ruth Edgett
Levels Reference Study
c/o Great Lakes Water Level
Communications Centre
Environment Canada
867 Lakeshore Road
Burlington, ON L7R 4A6
(416)336-4581 / 4629
Anne Sudar
Levels Reference Study
Institute for Water Resources
US. Army Corps of Engineers
Casey Building
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5586
(703)355-2336
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Creative Partnership
Advances Cuyahoga
River BAP
by Mary Beth Binns
sive planning and community
involvement needed for a suc-
cessful Remedial Action Plan (RAP),
the Cuyahoga Coordinating Commit—
tee (CCC) realized early on that it
needed to augment the resources of
the participating public agencies.
Appointed by the Ohio Environ-
mental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA)
in 1988, the 34-member CCC included
the stakeholders needed to develop
the Cuyahoga River RAP. Local, state
and federal agencies, local industries
and citizen groups were represented,
but there was no mechanism to raise
and pool the resources needed to get
the job done. (See Focus, Volume 15:1
for background on the Cuyahoga RAP.)
One proposal was that a nonprofit
organization could approach other
funding sources for help, including
private foundations and industries. In
April 1989, the Cuyahoga River Com—
munity Planning Organization
(CRCPO) was founded and immedi-
ately set about seeking financial sup-
port for the RAP process.
The CRCPO is a nonprofit corpora-
tion operating as a public charitable
organization in the Cleveland and
Akron areas of northeast Ohio. It op-
erates under a ten-member Board of
Directors that includes representatives
of local public agencies, industries,
1 n order to bring about the exten-
 
and community and environmental
organizations. Ohio EPA serves as a
nonvoting ex officio member of the
Board. Membership on the Board
overlaps with that of the CCC Steering
Committee. While the CRCPO Board
of Directors operates within Ohio law
as an independent body, it seeks di-
rection from the CCC on major pro-
jects, and the results of the nonprofit’s
work are reviewed by the CCC.
Financial contributions to the
CRCPO, which spent $128,110 in 1991,
come from members of the CCC as
well as other organizations and indi-
vidual supporters of the RAP process.
The CRCPO also operates with major
funding from the George Gund Foun—
dation and the Cleveland Foundation.
Other funding sources include the
Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer Dis—
trict, City of Akron, Ohio Lake Erie
Protection Fund, US. Environmental
Protection Agency Section 319
(nonpoint source pollution) Grants
and the 1525 Foundation. Demonstrat-
ing broad community support has been
critical in securing funds. In turn, broad
financial support from diverse sources,
especially from local foundations, helps
to legitimize the planning effort.
In June 1992, the CCC submitted its
Stage 1 RAP report to Ohio EPA. De-
velopment of this report has been the
major focus of the Cuyahoga RAP
effort over the last three years. In sup-
port of that effort, CRCPO has:
0 Supported a full-time Environmen-
tal Planning Coordinator who pro-
vided major assistance with the
development of the Cuyahoga RAP
Stage 1 Report;
0 Built public awareness of the
Cuyahoga River through a series of
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half-time Public Involvement Coordi-
nator to organize volunteers, a speak-
ers bureau, RAP involvement in
community events and a quarterly
newsletter for the RAP;
0 Commissioned the first phase of a
study by Case Western Reserve Univer—
sity’s Center for Regional Economic
Issues to identify the economic and
environmental benefits of a clean river;
0 Commissioned opinion polling to
determine perceptions of Cuyahoga
and Summit County residents of local
water quality and related government
policies (performed by Decision Re-
search, Inc. with support from the
University of Akron);
0 Accepted a grant from the US. EPA
Section 319 Program to develop edu-
cation materials concerning urban
nonpoint source pollution in the
Cuyahoga River watershed for use in
local urban schools and on local pub-
lic television stations;
0 Supported a program to remove
debris and litter from the Cuyahoga
River and nearshore area; and
0 Supported a collaborative study of
fish tissue in the Cuyahoga River and
nearshore area. The total cost of the
project has been over $130,000 of which
the CRCPO has contributed $45,000.
Additional CRCPO projects include
partial support for a US. Geological
Survey study to model the rate of fecal
coliform die-off in the Cuyahoga River,
production of computer-generated maps
and distribution of the Cuyahoga RAP
Stage 1 Report, including a 40-page
public summary to 2,500 recipients.
CRCPO plans to continue operation
through Stage 2 of the RAP process.
The Board of Directors has developed a
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Rowing crew plies the Cuyahoga River.
1.15 ‘
   
preliminary list of funding needs and
several foundations have already been
approached. Areas where support is
being requested include:
0Continuation of planning and public
involvement staff support;
0 Initiation of a public education pro-
gram;
oChallenge grants to encourage envi-
ronmental research in support of the
RAP priority research needs;
0 Facilitated workshops to assist the
CCC in deliberating remedial action
alternatives;
0 Phase two of the economic benefits
study;
-Technical seminars focusing on is—
sues such as habitat enhancement
and risk assessment methodologies.
New challenges may face the
CRCPO in the future. As the CCC be-
gins to identify remedial actions to
correct problems found in Stage 1, there
may be increasing interest in CRCPO
funding their implementation in cases
where existing organizations are not
able to carry out individual projects.
The success of the CRCPO can be
measured in terms of tangible prod-
ucts such as fish tissue studies and
public opinion poll results, and in
terms of heightened community in-
volvement and awareness, as evi-
denced by the scores of volunteers
and participants from a range of pub—
lic agencies, citizen groups, industries,
universities and local foundations.
While the CRCPO is not the
decisionmaking body of the Cuyahoga
RAP process, it is an important part-
ner that has helped to catalyze and
organize actions around the RAP. It
complements the important work
being done by the agencies, indus-
tries, community groups and others in
the watershed. For more information,
or to receive CRCPO’s 1991 Annual
Report contact the Secretary, CRCPO,
668 Euclid Avenue, Fourth Floor
Atrium Plaza, Cleveland, OH 44114-
3000. (216)241-2414.
 
Schools Testing Water
Quality in St. Louis
River RAP
by [ill [acoby
 
tudents from schools in the St.
Louis River watershed are in-
volved in an innovative pro-
gram to learn about the St. Louis River
Area of Concern and Remedial Action
Plan (RAP) by conducting water qual-
ity tests as part of the St. Louis River
Watch program. Students conduct
water quality surveys along the St.
Louis River from the harbor at
Duluth, Minnesota and Superior, Wis-
consin up river to Meadowlands, Min-
nesota. A series of physical and
chemical tests are performed, includ-
ing pH, dissolved oxygen, biochemi-
cal oxygen demand, temperature,
fecal coliform, phosphate, nitrate,
turbidity and total solids. Students
also survey the benthic
macroinvertebrate community (bot-
tom dwelling creatures), which repre-
sents the first time that a systematic
survey of benthic life has been con—
ducted in the Area of Concern.
The St. Louis River Watch program
provides school students and citizens
with a hands-on approach to learning
about the St. Louis River, while also
cultivating a sense of stewardship
towards the river and its biological
communities. These educational ef-
forts are based on the Area of Concern
designation for the lower St. Louis
River, where the RAP has brought
various stakeholders from the com-
munity together to determine the
amount of environmental degradation
and solutions to remedy that degrada-
tion. Citizens contributed heavily to
writing Stage 1 of the RAP (see Focus,
Volume 17-2221), which is adminis—
tered jointly by the Minnesota Pollu-
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tion Control Agency and Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources.
My experience as coordinator of St.
Louis River Watch has led me to be-
lieve that there is no better way to
teach youth about pollution problems
and the Area of Concern than to have
them sample life in the river. The St.
Louis River Watch program is admin-
istered by the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency, but was born with
the help and enthusiasm of the citi-
zens involvedwith the St. Louis River
RAP. Having conducted monitoring on
three occasions since spring 1992, the
program is presently funded through
June 1993 by a Legislative Commission
on Minnesota Resources (LCMR) grant.
The St. Louis River has a long his-
tory of environmental degradation,
which has included high levels of
fecal coliform, beach closings, fish
kills, fish consumption advisories and
toxic contamination from a variety of
industrial sources. Current water
quality concerns include water and
sediment contamination by organic
chemicals such as dioxins, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHS) and
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBS),
heavy metals including lead, mercury,
arsenic, chromium, copper and cad-
mium, and other substances such as
cyanide.
Numerous positive initiatives have
resulted directly from school partici-
pation in the St. Louis River Watch
program. For example, in Cloquet
Senior High School, teachers are
working together to create an interdis—
ciplinary curriculum around the
theme of the St. Louis River involving
history, English, computer and science
course work. Another example can be
found at the Morgan Park Middle
School, located near one of three
Superfund sites on the river, where
140 students have participated in a 15-
week unit that included St. Louis
River Watch monitoring activities.
Morgan Park students also communi-
cated by computer with other students
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Marshall High School student Kathy Hermes collects samples to test water chemistry (left); students
count macroinvertebrate organisms to measure the health of river bottom (center); and lack Byrne,
River Watch Network, leads teacher training on Chester Creek (right).
in Quebec, New York and North Caro-
lina to share River Watch information
and data. The culmination of this
project was the production of a book
that includes historical information on
the river, news articles about recent
sewage releases and fish kills, and test
results from the Morgan Park moni-
toring site.
One of the most exciting new
projects is the production of radio
shows coordinated entirely by stu-
dents from Marshall School. Students
are conducting interviews on a variety
of river topics and will work with
KUMD Duluth Public Radio to edit
the tape and produce a high quality
miniseries to be aired in spring 1993.
At the Ojibwe School Sediment
Testing Center, another component of
the St. Louis River Watch program,
students from the Fond Du Lac Reser-
vation will instruct students from
other participating River Watch
schools on sediment contamination in
the St. Louis River. This program will
culminate with students collecting
sediment samples and conducting a
toxicity test on benthic organisms.
While the major emphasis of River
Watch activities is on secondary
schools, the St. Louis Frog Watch has
been successful in attracting river
neighbors as volunteers. The St. Louis
Frog Watch is a survey to determine
breeding populations of frogs and
 
toads in wetland areas adjacent to the
St. Louis River. Volunteers are pro-
vided with a tape of frog songs and
are encouraged to identify a monitor-
ing site, visit that site at least three
times from April to July, and identify
different frog and toad species heard.
As a survey of this type has never
been conducted along the St. Louis
River, it will help create baseline in-
formation on frog and toad popula—
tions and critical wetland habitat.
The most exciting part of the St.
Louis River Watch program is seeing
how it empowers students. The stu-
dents are directly involved in mean-
ingful research (the benthic survey
and frog survey are the first compre-
hensive studies of their kind). Their
data will be shared with the commu-
nity during a River Congress, and
students are beginning to appreciate
the relationship of all life found in and
along the St. Louis River.
For more information, contact Jill
Jacoby, Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency, 320 West 2nd Street, Room
704, Duluth, MN 55802. (218)723—4927.
Participation by the community in
developing the Stage 1 Milwaukee
Estuary RAP was highlighted by the
International Joint Commission in its
 
review of the RAP provided to
Governments on September 23, 1992.
The review also highlighted innova-
tive efforts used in the RAP to deter—
mine that certain problems were
present, such as fish tumors and
restrictions on consuming wildlife,
and the important steps taken toward
identifying all sources of the problems.
While greater understanding in
certain areas, such as the distribution
of toxic contaminants in the sedi—
ments, will be necessary to develop a
cleanup strategy, the Commission
concluded that there is sufficient
information in most areas to proceed
with Stage 2.
X>l$>$¥l6
Commissioner Hilary Cleveland,
reviewers and steering committee
members joined more than 30 local,
state and federal agency representa—
tives and members of the Remedial
Advisory Committee for the review
meeting of the Stage 2 Oswego River
RAP in Oswego, New York, Septem-
ber 24, 1992.
Participants learned that a major
new initiative to determine toxic
chemical loadings to the river and
Lake Ontario will substantially
improve the scientific basis for the
RAP. An annual update of the RAP
will also help the Stage 2 process.
Within the Oswego River drainage
basin, contamination of Onondaga Lake
by mercury and other substances is
receiving intensified study as part of a
large-scale remedial program. Public
and private segments of the commu-
—
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nity have invested over $280 million
in the last decade on construction and
operation of pollution control facilities
and implementation of pretreatment,
monitoring and regulatory programs.
RAP committee members were
encouraged to describe more fully the
impaired uses, the relationship to
specific sources and the steps to
ameliorate the impacts. The role of the
former Citizens Advisory Committee,
now called the Remedial Advisory
Committee, was discussed as clearly
an area of continuing importance.
)tX-ﬁfX-X’
The International Joint Commission
received the Stage I RAP for the St.
Lawrence River (Cornwall,ON) Area of
Concern in August 1992 and distributed
it to independent reviewers In addition,
the Commission has conducted review
meetings for Stage 1 Ashtabula River
RAP and Stages 1 and 2 of the St.
Lawrence River RAP (Massena, NY). The
Commission will provide its reviews of
the RAPs to governments and the public
after taking comments from the review-
ers and review meetings into account.
x-sx-x-x-
Interest in the Torch Lake Area of
Concern remains high as evidenced by
attendance at a mid-August public
meeting. The meeting was held as part
of a demonstration project on public
participation and communication by
the Lake Linden-Hubbell School
District. Over 60 citizens attended to
discuss the public’s role in the RAP
process and the relationship between
the Torch Lake RAP and the US.
Environmental Protection Agency’s
Superfund Program. One problem that
has hindered development of the
Stage 1 RAP for Torch Lake is the lack
of a Public Advisory Committee
(PAC). Michigan Department of
Natural Resources announced at the
meeting that a PAC will be formed for
Torch Lake to update the Stage 1 RAP
and begin work on Stage 2.
*X-ﬂ'lflé
The Clinton River community served
as host to the Michigan Statewide
Public Advisory Committee (SPAC) in
August. Following a successful SPAC
meeting with representatives in
attendance from nearly all of the 14
 
Michigan Areas of Concern, a full day’s
program focused on local community
actions on the Clinton River.
Events included a tour of the Mt.
Clemens tertiary wastewater treatment
plant and a ride aboard the M.V.
Clinton, a 40-passenger charter vessel
that is the first to operate on the
Clinton River in over four decades.
Presentations were made by represen-
tatives of the Central Macomb County
Chamber of Commerce, the Clinton
River Watershed Council, Friends of
the Clinton River, US. Environmental
Protection Agency, US. Army Corps
of Engineers and Michigan Depart-
ment of Natural Resources. Partici-
pants also viewed a video on the
Clinton River SpringUp, an annual
cleanup event. A series of sight and
sound concerts organized by local
sponsors has also been successful in
bringing up to 25,000 people to the
riverfront ten times per year. For more
information, contact Bill Smith, 49
Breitmeyer, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043.
(313)468-4028.
*>+>(’*X>
The agricultural community has
become more aware and involved in
RAPs through a series of recent
meetings. The National Association of
Conservation Districts, with funding
from the US. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, sponsored meetings in
the Great Lakes basin regarding the
role of Soil Conservation Districts in
RAPs. Many aspects of nonpoint source
pollution in RAPs were discussed at
these well-attended meetings.
The Ohio Conservation Action
Program, coordinated through the
Ohio Department of Natural Re-
sources, sponsored a field trip last
summer on the Maumee River for
about 65 landowners and agricultural
community members. Participants
traveled by boat from the Port of
Toledo into Lake Erie to view the
dredging operations and confined
disposal facilities. Various talks were
given along the way about the RAP
process and contaminated sediments.
Attendees left knowing their hard
work helps keep Ohio’s top soil on
the land and out of the Maumee
River.
*ibibill-
A Journey for
Tomorrow’s
Educators
 
by John Miller and Joe Wright
wareness is the key in pre-
paring present and future
decisionmakers and citizens
to play important roles they must
assume to ensure that all five Great
Lakes are effectively managed eco—
nomically and ecologically.
From July 19 to 24, 1992, 26 dedi-
cated, enthusiastic and knowledgeable
educators participated in a Great
Lakes Environmental Education Insti-
tute, convened by the International
Joint Commission to learn how to help
their students develop this awareness.
Participants travelled to Brock Uni-
versity in St. Catharines, Ontario to
search for new knowledge, resources,
networks, support and assistance to
enable them to teach more effectively
about the Great Lakes. They also knew
that institute staff, including members
of the Commission’s Educators Advi-
sory Council,expected each of them to
make a commitment to design new
programs for students and educators in
their own province or state.
The institute provided each partici-
pant with a better understanding of
the problems, connections, issues,
legislation, history, economics, chal-
lenges and beauty of the Great Lakes
Basin Ecosystem. Field trips, out-
standing speakers, hands-on activities,
networking, sharing and socializing in
small groups unified the group into
an action team for the Great Lakes and
the environment. The process of
teachers teaching teachers is working
and will continue to build momentum
as the participants pool their ideas,
resources, and programs to design
new curriculum materials, workshops
and active communication networks.
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Teachers compare their pH readings at the Brock University Institute (top) and
IJC spokesperson Peter Boyer addresses teachers at Isle Royale (above).
Credits: Beverley Croft and Mike Link
The 1992 participants were enrolled
into SciLink’s computer conferencing
system to enable them to communi—
cate with each other after the institute
and to keep abreast of new develop-
ments and information pertaining to
the Great Lakes. This institute, as well
as two additional teacher institutes in
the Lake Michigan and Lake Huron
areas, will be held in 1993. For further
details contact the Commission’s Re-
gional Office in Windsor or watch for
further details in Focus.
As a followup to the Pilot Environ-
mental Education Program, (see Focus,
Volume 16-3:21), the Second Annual
Great Lakes Environmental Institute
was held at Isle Royale National Park,
July 31 to August 7, 1992. The purpose
of this workshop was to help Ameri-
can, Canadian and Russian educators
develop an awareness of ways in
 
which Great Lakes topics can be devel-
oped within the school curriculum and
applied to all subject areas.
Field trips and special sessions con-
ducted by experts in the fields of
aquatic ecology, raptor and wolf biol-
ogy, botany, geology, social history and
ecosystem management were provided
within the unique setting on Isle
Royale. Participants included educators
from six states, the Province of Ontario
and the Lake Baikal region of Russia.
This year’s Lake Superior Institute
was sponsored by the Audubon Cen-
ter of the North Woods, the Raptor
Center and Lake Superior Center, and
was coordinated by Audubon Center
Director Mike Link. Information re-
garding plans for 1993’s institute can
be obtained from the Audubon Cen—
ter, Route 1, PO. Box 288, Sandstone,
MN 55072, (612)245-2648.
 
Winds of Chance: The Effects of Air Pollution
on the Great Lakes describes the contribu-
tion of persistent toxic contaminants to
the Great Lakes from the air and efforts ;
by scientists to measure these inputs.
This new brochure was produced by the
International Air Quality Advisory
Board, an advisor to the International
Joint Commission. To obtain a copy,
contact a Commission office.
**:+*#
The sixth edition of the Field Manual for .
Water Quality Monitoring: An Environmen— ,
tal Education Program for Schools by Mark ‘
K. Mitchell and William B. Stapp is now
available. Orders for $9.95 US, or $10.95
Cdn (each postpaid), can be forwarded to
William B. Stapp, 2050 Delaware Street,
Ann Arbor, MI 48103. Bulk orders at a 20
percent discount are available upon
request.
The water monitoring test procedures
covered in the manual are demonstrated
in a series of eight Videotapes available
from the University of Michigan. The
individual tapes run from eight to 16
minutes, and the price of the complete set
is $50 US. To purchase the set, forward
check or money order payable to the
University of Michigan-Dearbom to the
attention of Judy M. Nesmith, Department ;
of Natural Sciences, University of Michi-
gan-Dearborn, 4901 Evergreen Road, i
Dearborn, MI 48128. (313)593-5235. ‘1
I'd-#i'l!
The Great Lakes Health Effects Program
of Health and Welfare Canada has
produced a 160-page book entitled, A
Vital Link: Health and the Environment in
Canada, intended to better equip the
public to make informed decisions about
their health risks. The book is available
for $18.95 Cdn or $22.75 US in French
and English through Canadian book-
stores or from the Canada Communica-
tion Group Publishing, Ottawa, ON K1A
089. (819)956-4802.
The Great Lakes Health Effects
Program is a five-year federal initiative
created in response to the 1987 Protocol
to the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement.
i1>¥i¥
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The Ontario Ministry of the Environment
expects sales in the environmental
protection industry to grow by 14 percent
over the next five years according to its
report, Study of the Ontario Environmental
Protection Industry, lune 1992 (No. 1966B).
The largest growth, between 15 percent
and 21 percent annually, is expected to
occur in the solid and hazardous waste
control sector. A 10 to 15 percent annual
growth rate is forecasted for water
pollution control companies, while air
pollution control companies are expected
to experience a nine to 13 percent annual
growth rate. The report attributes the
growth to tighter governmental regula-
tions and increased environmental
awareness by business and the general
public.
To receive acopy of the report, send
check or money order for $16.75 Cdn
(includes tax & shipping; outside Canada
add $3.10) to Publications, Ministry of
Government Services, Fifth floor, 880 Bay
Street, Toronto, ON M7A 1N8. (416)326—
5300 or 1—800-668—9938 toll-free in Canada.
*ﬁX-X'JI'
Beyond Compliance: A New Industry View
of the Environment for $19.95, The Right
Climate for Carbon Taxes: Creating Eco-
nomic Incentives to Protect the Atmosphere
for $9.95 and the World Resources 1992—93
Data Base Diskette for $122 US (includes
shipping and handling) can be ordered
from the World Resources Institute, PO
Box 4852, Hampden Station, Baltimore,
MD 21211. Call (410)516-6963 or 1-800-
822-0504 toll-free in the US.
’91-!!!-
A new brochure about the Assessment and
Remediation of Contaminated Sediments
(ARCS) program is available from the
US. Environmental Protection Agency.
ARCS is not a cleanup program, but will
provide information that can be used by
other programs. Overall objectives are to
assess the nature and extent of bottom
sediment contamination at selected Great
Lakes Areas of Concern, evaluate and
demonstrate selected cleanup options,
and provide guidance on contaminated
sediment problems and cleanup alterna-
tives. The goal is to develop guidelines
that can be used by environmental
managers throughout the Great Lakes to
make cost-effective and environmentally
sound decisions.
To obtain Six Basic Questions and
 
Answers Concerning the Great Lakes and
Contaminated Sediments, contact the Great
Lakes National Program Office, US.
Environmental Protection Agency, 77 W.
Jackson, Chicago, IL 60604. (312)353-2117
or 1-800-621-8431 toll-free in US.
sax-sex»
Diet for a Small Lake: A New Yorker’s Guide
to Lake Management is a publication
jointly produced by the New York State
Department of Environmental Conserva-
tion and the Federation of Lake Associa-
tions. The book offers a step—by-step
approach to the development of a lake
management plan, a comprehensive
discussion of lake ecology, photographs
for the identification of aquatic plants
and descriptions of inlake and watershed
restoration techniques.
To order a copy, send check or money
order payable for $12 US to the Federation
of Lake Associations, lnc., Publications
Department, 2175 Ten Eyck Avenue,
Cazenovia, NY 13035. (315)655-4760.
*¥*i-X>
Chemical Deicers and the Environment,
edited by Frank M. D’Itri, represents one
of the first attempts to summarize the
history and state of the art for the use of
sodium chloride, calcium chloride and
calcium magnesium acetate as Chemical
deicers in the United States and Canada. It
also describes the environmental effects
related to the application of these chemicals
on highways, roads and airports. Also
included is a chapter describing the historical
trends in the use of chlorides in the Great
Lakes. This SSS-page publication is available
for $59.95 US (plus $7.50 shipping and
handling).
Also available is Zebra Mussels:
Biology, Impacts and Control and Chemical
Dynamics in Freshwater Ecosystems for
$69.95 US ($85 outside the US). Both
publications can be obtained from Lewis
Publishers, Inc., 2000 Corporate Boule-
vard NW, Boca Raton, FL 33431.
(407)994-0555 or 1-800—272-7737 toll-free
in the US, Fax (407)997-0949.
tit-1‘)?
A new bimonthly magazine, Great Lakes
Recycling journal, is dedicated to report-
ing on recycling and solid waste manage-
ment issues in the Great Lakes region. It
can be found at selected bookstores
throughout the state of Michigan for
$3.95 US. To receive a $20 yearly sub-
 
scription or a complimentary copy,
contact the Great Lakes Recycling
Journal, PO. Box 638, Cadillac, MI 49601.
(616)779-0030.
X‘X'>(>>(’)l-
The Tree Amigos Program is a one of the
Tropical Forest Projects of the Center for
Environmental Study. The cross-cultural
program uses trees as our common bond
in the environment. Project components
include tree planting and protection,
development of creative education
materials, and development of classroom
and other partnerships. Resource materi-
als and more information can be obtained
by contacting Monica Rogers, Director of
Education and Community Outreach,
Center for Environmental Study, 143
Bostwick NE, Grand Rapids, MI 49503.
(616)771—3935, Fax (616)771-4005.
)I'X'il'lfll'
The Great Lakes Protection Fund, created
by the Council of Great Lakes Governors,
has released an Annual Report covering
the 1990-1991 funding cycle. The fund
focused on five areas: toxics use reduc-
tion, pollution control and cleanup,
research, education and natural resource
stewardship.
The fund’s goal is to stimulate the
creation of regional projects to improve
the environmental and economic health of
the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence region and
to become a model for similar efforts
around the world.
For a copy of the report or for further
information, contact the Great Lakes
Protection Fund, 35 East Wacker Drive,
Suite 1880, Chicago, IL 60601. (312)201-
0660.
lit-24*!-
A new resource, E for Environment, by
Patti K. Sinclair, is a 292—page book
listing resources to help children ages 3—
14 learn more about our changing world.
The book can be ordered under Code
BCZ for $39.95 US plus tax from the
Order Department, RR Bowker, PO. Box
31, New Providence, N] 07974-9903. 1-800-
521—8110 toll-free in US.
X'ifi'i'i
A cassette of groundwater and related
environmental songs, water facts, song
lyrics, hands-on activities and action
steps to protect water quality is available
from the Au Sable Institute of Environ-
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mental Studies, 7526 Sunset Trail,
Mancelona, MI 49659, telephone
(616)587-8686. Eight tapes are available at
a cost of $10 US each (includes shipping
and handling).
*thfvi'it
Where The River Flows Clean is a 12-
minute videotape highlighting historic
and current uses of rivers and the
impacts of land uses on water quality.
The video discusses river sampling and
reasons for measuring physical, chemical
and biological properties.
A copy of the tape can be rented for
$5 or purchased for $34.95 US (includes
postage and handling) from the Institute
of Water Research, 334 Natural Resources
Building, Michigan State University, East
Lansing, MI 48824. (517)353-3742 ext 7.
30*“)?
Cornell Cooperative Extension is
distributing teaching packets for educa-
tors and others wanting a readycmade
guide to challenge youngsters to learn
more about their environment. A lesson
packet and a catalogue on Water Resources
and Water Worlds can be obtained for $11.80
US apiece from Cornell University Re-
source Center, 7 Business and Technology
Park, Ithaca, NY 14850.
##1#lr
 
Users of water in all its forms who are
faced with practical problems raised by
the different types of water treatment
processes can now order the sixth edition
(1991) reference of the Degremont Water
Treatment Handbook. To receive a copy,
send cheque or money order for £163 or
equivalent US dollar amount payable to
Intercept Limited, PO. Box 716, Andover,
Hampshire, SP10 1YG, England. Tele-
phone (0264)334748; Fax (0254)334058.
$**#X‘
Teaching About Garbage (TAG) is a
series of environmental educator resource
books developed by the Ontario Ministry
of Environment in cooperation with the
Ontario Ministry of Education. In TAG,
students and teachers can debate the
question of where a new landfill should
be built, take a close look at the micro—
scopic creatures of the compost heap
habitat and perform the Operetta “Planet
Protectors to the Rescue.” For classroom
integration, the activities are linked to
English, geography, science and math
guidelines.
To receive a free copy of TAG 1 (K-3),
TAG 2 (4-6) or TAG 3 (7-9) in French or
English, write to TAG, c/o RDP
Fulfilment Corporation, 1100 Squires
Beach Road, Pickering, ON L1W 3N8.
##ﬂ'ﬁi
 
General Conferences
The Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the
Society of Environmental Toxicology
and Chemistry will be held November 8-
12, 1992 in Cincinnati, Ohio. This year’s
theme is Environmental Sciences and
Resource Management in the let
Century. Emerging environmental issues
will be balanced with a strong technical
focus on the sciences of environmental
toxicology, fate processes and environ—
mental chemistry.
For additional information, contact
Donald Versteeg, The Procter and
Gamble Company, 5299 Spring Grove
Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45217. (513)627-
6468 or Fax (513)627-8198.
’6’?!“
The Ontario Waste Management
Corporation is conducting one-day
Waste Minimization Workshops for
industries across southern Ontario.
Scheduled dates are November 19 in
London, December 10 in Toronto and
February 18 in Belleville. Workshops
demonstrate a cost-effective method of
waste reduction at the plant level for
results beneficial to both the company
and the environment.
For more information about the
workshops contact Mel Kostovcik, Waste
Reduction Specialist, Ontario Waste
Management Corporation, 2 Bloor Street
West, Eleventh floor, Toronto, ON M4W
3E2. (416)923-2918 or 1—800-2268-1178
toll-free in Canada.
****¥
Computational Hydraulics, Incorporated
is sponsoring workshops on stormwater
management modeling, USEPA
SWMM4.2 and New Graphics User
Interface SWMM-XP, December 3-4,
1992 in Edmonton, Alberta and February
22-23, 1993 in Toronto, Ontario. Registra-
tion is $480 Cdn.
A Storm and Water Quality Manage-
ment Modeling Conference will also be
held February 24-25, 1993 in Toronto.
Abstracts are requested for papers on
topics related to modeling, including
surface water quality, aquatic ecosystem
impacts, stormwater and pollution
management, geographic information
systems, computer aided design and
state-of-the-art computer models for
resolving real pollution problems.
To submit abstracts by January 22,
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1993, or to receive more information,
contact Evelyn James, Computational
Hydraulics, Inc., 36 Stuart Street, Guelph,
ON NIE 455. (519)767-0197,
Fax (519)767-2770.
*x-xx->+
Canada’s First National Conference and
Trade Show on Water Conservation will
be held in Winnipeg, Manitoba on
February 4-6, 1993. The conference,
sponsored by several national and
provincial organizations in cooperation
with Environment Canada, will focus on
the implementation of more efficient
water use by utilities, businesses,
institutions, industry, agriculture,
builders and governments.
To receive further information, contact
Hans Foerstel, Coordinator, Green Plan
Water Conservation Conference, Environ-
ment Canada, Economics and Conserva-
tion Branch, Ottawa, ON K1A 0H3.
(819)953—1512, Fax (819)994-0237.
*aexrx-x-
Agricultural Research to Protect Water
Quality will be held in Minneapolis,
Minnesota February 21—24, 1993. The
scope of the conference is to review
research on water quality impacts of
agriculture and how to minimize those
impacts. On March 14-16, 1993 The Next
Generation of US. Agricultural Conser-
vation Policy will be held at the Westin
Crown Center in Kansas City, Missouri.
This conference will assess current
agricultural conservation policies in the
US. and how additional policies can be
incorporated into future legislation.
For more information about the
conference, contact the Soil and Water
Conservation Society, 7515 Northeast
Ankeny Road, Ankeny, IA 50021-9764.
(515)289-2331 or 1-800-TI-IE-SOIL, toll-
free in US.
*taf’FJf-
The Third International Zebra Mussel
Conference will be held February 23-26,
1993 at the Westin Harbour Castle in
Toronto, Ontario. This four—day confer~
ence will highlight current research into
the biology and impact of zebra mussels
as well as the latest research on control
options and systems developed to cope
with mussels.
For more information on the confer-
ence contact Renata Claudi, Ontario
 
Hydro, 700 University Avenue (A7-A8),
Toronto, ON MSG 1X6. (416)506-6874.
364*)?X’
On March 18-20, 1993, the Global
Tomorrow Coalition in cosponsorship
with the School of Natural Resources and
Environment, University of Michigan,
and the University of Michigan-
Dearborn, will present Globescope '93:
Processes for Sustainability: Learning
from Great Lakes Basin Initiatives, at
the Dearborn Inn, Dearborn, Michigan.
Invited participants from different sectors
of society will gather into 10 concurrent
facilitated workshops to analyze pro—
cesses leading to sustainable develop—
ment in the Great Lakes basin. A final
report of the assembly will be published
in the form of a tool kit that decision-
makers and planners from government,
business and industry can use to imple-
ment sustainability in their respective
arenas.
For further information, contact
Global Tomorrow Coalition, 1325 G
Street NW, Suite 1010, Washington, DC
20005-3104, telephone (202)628-4016, Fax
(202)628-4018 or the regional coordinator,
Pat Hartig, 2357 Ashby Street, Trenton,
MI 48183 (313)692-1532.
*ﬁiklﬁxv
A conference on Contaminated Aquatic
Sediments: Historical Records, Environ-
mental Impact and Remediation will be
held on June 14-16, 1993 in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. The purpose of this sympo—
sium is to bring together experts from a
variety of disciplines within the general
field of aquatic sediment pollution to
assess the state of knowledge, define
developing problems and evaluate
technologies for cleaning up contami-
nated sediments. Deadline for discount
registration is February 12, 1993.
For information contact Professor Erik
R. Christensen, Organizing Committee
Chair, Department of Civil Engineering
and Mechanics, PO Box 784, University
of Wisconsin—Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI
53201. (414)229—4968 or Fax (414)229-6958.
*kiti-X’
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